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Abstract

Due to the use of electronic media for every purpose, computer crime has been widespread. We look at a new type of hacking attack, Social Engineering. This report looks into the research on social engineering. In accordance we discuss its types and ways of identification, and thus discuss the ways to defend against it.

1. Introduction

In this age of computers, there is a high risk of computer crime. Be it with the use of malware, spyware or hacking mechanisms. Confidential data is stolen and exploited for personal benefit. The use of antivirus software and firewalls can help us erase out and make our systems risk free, but there is one element which no hardware or software can identify and stop. It’s the human factor, the users of the system. An attacker takes advantage of this. It’s a human factor to help people when they are in some need and help and trust them without any verification. A social engineer tries to exploit this factor in order to help himself with such techniques to get the information he wants [1]. A courtesy of letting someone in, because they have forgotten their ID which the scanner uses to authorize the person can undermine the organization’s security.

2. What is social engineering?

“Social engineering is defined as an attack in which an attacker uses human interaction to obtain or compromise information about an organization or its computer system “[US CERT. 2009]. “Social engineering is the ‘art’ of utilizing human behavior to breach security without the participant (or victim) even realizing that they have been manipulated.”[2]. Massive dependency on digital media have forced the evolution of better spyware and malware systems which identify and block any malicious threat causing systems entering the system. In addition firewalls and security measure which are better a deal threat to the hackers. But social engineering targets the weakest components of the whole system – the human users, and thus no hardware or software can detect a software engineering attack. Social engineering attacks are a success as no formal training is employed to educate people about it.

2.1 Types of Social engineering attacks

Pretexting

Pretexting is the act of creating a situation in which the chances of the victim to divulge information or perform actions increase compared to that in a normal scenario [3]. This technique can be used to find any valuable information that would help the
attacker to exploit more into the system and gain a better access. Preparing some answers beforehand in order to validate authority and impersonate himself would make it easier for the attacker to get information from the victim.

**Diversion theft**

It’s played as a “con” game and also known as Corner game. An example would be persuading a transport or courier company to deliver the consignment elsewhere from the original destination.

**Phishing**

Phishing is a technique of attempting to gain information such as passwords, usernames, credit card numbers etc. by masquerading as an authorized and trustworthy entity. An exact replica of a website of an authorized firm is made and the user is made to enter valuable information into it which the attacker utilizes for personal benefits.

**IVR or Phone Phishing ( Vishing)**

“Vishing is the practice of leveraging IP-based voice messaging technologies to socially engineer the victim into providing personal, financial or other confidential information for the purpose of financial reward. The term “vishing” is derived from a combination of “voice” and “phishing.”[4]. Pre-recorded messages could be used instead of an IVR. The attacker could send an email to a customer of a bank that certain information has to be provided and could give a certain toll free number which would be forwarded to him. He could use prerecorded messages so that the customer would not suspect anything and ask for confidential information from the customer.

**Baiting**

In this attack, malware infected physical media is left at locations (bathrooms, parking lots etc) for the victim to pick up and plug into his computer. As soon as the victim uses the physical media, a Trojan is run which sends back all the password and information to the attacker. In one firm, 15 of the 20 baited Trojan USB drives were picked up by the employees from the parking lot. All had plugged the USB drive into the computer computers leading to all vulnerable information being sent to the attacker [5].

3. **Impact of social engineering**

Social engineer has a significant impact on the security of an organization. Many organizations have suffered due to less training given to their employees about the social engineering attacks.

For example PayPal, the online payment company experienced a social engineering attack. PayPal customers had received an email in which they were asked the account holder to re-enter and thus verify their credit card data. The e-mails looked exactly the same as those sent by PayPal , as it had the exact same Paypal logos and typefaces. When the accountholders replied to that email with their information, it was straight sent to the hacker and he was able to exploit it[6].

Such attacks can erode the good name of an organization and disgruntle the long kept relationship of the customers with the organization. Though these attacks seem to be from an outsider trying to “get in”, experts seem to have found out that most violations are caused by the people working the organization and having direct or indirect access to the systems[7].

Kevin Mitnick , an infamous hacker in the 1990s said to BBC news Online 6 in an interview that the biggest threat to security of a company need not be a computer virus , a backdoor entry into the program or a bad firewall but it could be you. He said its easier to manipulate people rather than technology because most of the time the organizations overlook the human element.

4. **Defending against social engineering attacks**

A multi-faceted approach must be employed to secure an organization against successful SE attacks using policy, procedures, training, awareness programs, and incident response plans. Well-defined policy should establish an information classification
system that clearly defines not only what information can be disclosed but also to whom and by whom. The previous implies that the organization also assign a security clearance level to individuals both inside and outside of the institution. Policy takes decision-making out of the hands of the employee and gives them justification for not “helping out.” Education on what information a social engineer can use, how he gains it, and how it can be used is very important, especially for the non-technical (read “most”) employees of an organization [8]. Kevin Mitnick gives some tips on how to identify a SE attack [9].

- Refusal to give a callback number
- Out-of-ordinary request
- Claim of authority
- Stresses urgency
- Threatens negative consequences of noncompliance
- Show discomfort when questioned
- Name dropping

Victor, Julian and Christian in their paper have employed the ontological semantic technology to detect insider threat and social engineering. They have maintained repositories with which they compare a human speech in order to identify the point of interest of a person with conflicting contradictions in the speech [10]. Similar checking standards of talking time and speech study are suggested by T Qi [11]. Accordingly use of neural networks is also employed to identify social engineering attacks [12].

5. Summary

Social engineering attacks are widespread as people have no knowledge about the attacks. Though some people feel that as it involves human factor there is no easy way to identify an attack and defend against it, new ways are being found out on how they can be identified and defended against.
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